We derive the continuity properties of the cdf of a random variable de ined as a saddle-type point of a real valued continuous stochastic process on a compact metric space. This result facilitates the derivation of irst order asymptotic properties of tests for stochastic spanning w.r.t. some stochastic dominance relation based on subsampling. As an illustration we de ine the concept of Markowitz stochastic spanning, derive an analytic representation upon the empirical analog of which we construct a relevant statistical test. The aforementioned result enables derivation of asymptotic exactness for the relevant procedure based on subsampling, when the metric space has the form of a simplicial complex, the spanning set is a compact subset and the signi icance level is chosen according to the number of extreme points of the complex inside the spanning set. Consistency is also derived. Such tests are of interest in inancial economics since they can provide reductions of portfolio sets.
Introduction
We derive the continuity properties of the cdf of a random variable de ined by a saddle-type functional of a real valued continuous stochastic process de ined on a compact metric space. Our motivation stems from the fact that the limit theory of tests for stochastic spanning usually involves weak limits represented as a inite recursion of optimization functionals applied on some relevant Gaussian process. The possibility of the existence of atoms in this distribution directly affects the issue of asymptotic exactness of the aforementioned tests when those are based on resampling procedures such as bootstrap and subsampling. The notion of stochastic spanning is a brilliant idea of Thierry Post, in luenced by the notion of M-V spanning in Huberman and Kandell [6] , that was formulated in the context of second order stochastic dominance in Arvanitis et al. [1] . It can be easily generalized on the framework of an arbitrary preorder de ined on some set of probability distributions. Given such a preorder, and if the ef icient set of the preorder, the set that maximal elements is, non-empty, a spanning subset of the preorder is essentially any superset of the ef icient set. 1 As such a spanning set can either be used to provide an "outer approximation" of the underlying ef icient set, and/or, when small enough, to provide with a desirable reduction of the initial set of distributions which could be very large. In such a case the issue of optimal choice could be reduced to a potentially computationally easier problem. Both issues could be of great interest to inancial economics since in the usual applications the underlying distributions represent returns of inancial assets and the preorders are stochastic dominance rules that re lect classes of utility functions (e.g. for the irst and second order, as well as the Prospect and Markowitz stochastic dominance rules and their relations to classes of utilities see Levy and Levy [7] ). Obviously those notions could also be of potential interest in any ield of economic theory or decision science that examines optimal choice under uncertainty.
Given the previous a natural question arises. Assume that we are given some subset of the underlying set of distributions and we want to ascertain whether the former spans the latter w.r.t. the preorder. When the two sets are not equal, it is in some cases the fact that spanning occurs if and only if a functional de ined by a complex recursion of optimizations w.r.t. the given sets is zero (see for example the discussion in page 6 of Arvanitis et al. [1] for the case of second order stochastic dominance, or Proposition 1 below for the case of Markowitz stochastic dominance). The veri ication of the above is usually analytically intractable due to the dependence of the functional on the generally unknown underlying distributions and/or due to the complexity of the optimizations involved. Hence this cannot be directly used. However using the principle of analogy statistical tests can be designed for testing the null hypothesis of spanning. Due to analogous dif iculties the asymptotic critical values are not analytically tractable, but can be approximated by resampling procedures, whence the usefullness of the core result of the paper arises, since it becomes relevant for the establishment of asymptotic exactness. 2 In this respect the second section of the paper sets up the probabilistic framework and derives the aforementioned result about properties of the law of a random variable de ined by a inite number of nested optimizations on a continuous process w.r.t. possibly interdependent parameter spaces. More speci ically, under weak conditions involving Malliavin differentiability, existence of moments for suprema as well as a countability property for the singular points of the derivative, we derive connectedness for the support of the law, a countable number of atoms, and absolute continuity when restricted between successive atoms. The present result is a non-trivial 1 The exact de inition of spanning, enables the existence of spanning sets even if the preorder has no maximal elements. 2 Notice that spanning tests subsume as special cases the relevant test of ef iciency w.r.t. the underlying preorder. Hence procedures developed in papers such as Post and Versijp [12] , Scaillet and Topaloglou [14] , Arvanitis and Topaloglou [2] etc, can be considered as spanning tests for singleton spanning sets. extension that can be used for the derivation of analogous results w.r.t. more complex preorders and it simultaneously extends relevant results concerning suprema of analogous stochastic processes (see section 2 for references).
As an illustration of the previous remark, in the third section of the paper we derive a testing procedure along with its irst order limit theory for the concept of spanning w.r.t. the Markowitz stochastic dominance preorder. We are doing so, by de ining the notion and providing with an original characterization of spanning by the zero of an analogous to the aforementioned functionals. Using this, we de ine the test statistic, derive its limit distribution under the null, de ine a subsampling algorithm for the approximation of the asymptotic critical values and among others use the main result for the derivation of asymptotic exactness. We also derive consistency. Notice that the arguments for the derivation of the limit theory involve among others the determination of the asymptotic behavior of several random elements when restricted to complex partitions of the parameter spaces involved. In this respect the arguments are similar, though not the same, to the ones used in Arvanitis, Hallam and Post [1] . One major difference is the fact that in the present case we do not need the assumption of the boundendess of the support of the involved distributions. Hence in this sense the present results could also be considered as generalizations to the ones derived in the aforementioned paper. In the inal section we conclude.
Assumption Framework and Main Result
Suppose that Λ 1 , Λ 2 , … , Λ are compact metric spaces, and consider Λ = ∏ =1 Λ equipped with the product topology. Furthermore, consider the functional oper ≑ opt 1 ∘ opt 2 ∘ ⋯ ∘ opt where opt = sup or inf w.r.t. to some non-empty compact Λ ⋆ ⊆ Λ for = 1, … , . When > 1 then Λ ⋆ is allowed to depend on the elements of ∏ −1 =1 Λ ⋆ − , > 1. The probabilistic framework follows closely Chapter 2 of Nualart [10] . In this respect it consists of (Ω, ℱ, ℙ), a complete probability space, where ℱ is generated by some isonormal Gaussian process = { (ℎ) , ℎ ∈ } where is an appropriate Hilbert space. is some real valued stochastic process on Λ with continuous sample paths (i.e. its paths are ℙ a.s. elements of (Λ, ℝ)). In many applications is a Gaussian weak limit for some net of appropriate processes. denotes the Malliavin derivative operator and 1,2 the completion of the family of Malliavin differentiable random variables w.r.t. the norm √ ( 2 + ( ) 2 ).
We are interested in the form of the support and the continuity properties of the cdf of the law of the random variable ≔ oper . The following assumption describes suf icient conditions for the aforementioned law to have a countable number of atoms while being absolutely continuous when restricted between their succesive pairs. Given this, the result to be established below, allows, irst for the random variable at hand to be de ined by complex saddle type functionals, 3 and second for discontinuities. Hence it generalizes established results concerning the absolute con-tinuity of the distribution of suprema of stochastic processes. For an excellent treatment of those results see, inter alia, Propositions 2.1.7 and 2.1.10 of Nualart [10] as well as the literature on the ibering method and its probabilistic applications, e.g. Lifshits [8] . Proof. First notice that that ∈ 1,2 . This follows by the use of similar arguments to the ones in the proof of Proposition 2.1.10 of Nualart [10] . Precisely, consider a countable dense subset of Λ , say Λ ∞ as well as ≔ oper where opt is considered w.r.t. we have that⟨ ′ − ′ , ℎ⟩ > 1 for all . This directly implies that ℙ ( , , ,ℎ ) = 0 which due to the countability implies that ℙ ( ) = 0. Then the result follows from Theorem 2.1.3 of Nualart [10] . Now suppose that ∈ and consider
If for some ∈ , ℙ (Ω ) > 0 notice that
and consider the process Notice that the previous result encompasses the standard absolute continuity results in the aforementioned literature that hold when oper is a composition of suprema, the parameter spaces are independent, and ℙ (Ω ) = 0 for all ∈ . Even in the special case where is a singleton, the result is a generalization of Theorem 2 of Lifshits [8] since it allows for non-Gaussianity, dependence between the factors of the parameter space, as well as saddle-type functionals. The following corollary focuses on this particular case and estimates the size of the potential jump discontinuity by assuming the existence of an auxiliary irst order stochastically dominated random variable.
Corollary 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satis ied. Furthermore suppose that = { }, ≥ ℙ a.s. and that supp ( ) = [ , +∞). Then, supp ( ) = [ , +∞), its cdf is absolutely continuous on ( , +∞) and it may have a jump discontinuity of size at most
Proof. It follows simply by Theorem 2 by noticing that the relation between , implies that supp ( ) is the closure of ( , +∞) and also that ℙ ( = ) ≤ ℙ ( = ).
The latter corollary is to our view the most useful result for the establishment of the limit theory for tests of stochastic spanning. In such frameworks, it is usually the case that is Gaussian, that it is derived as a weak limit of processes used in the de iition of the test statistics while can be conveniently de ined as a difference between in ima of de ined on different regions of Λ with easily derivable properties.
Application: A Test for Stochastic Spanning of the Markowitz Type
In this section we introduce the concept of stochastic spanning for the Markowitz dominance rule. We irst provide some order theoretic characterization of the concept, and derive an analytical representation using a functional de ined by recursive optimizations. We then de ine a statistical testing procedure using the principle of conditioning based on subsampling, and derive its irst order limit theory, among others via the use of the corollary 1.
Markowitz Stochastic Dominance and Stochastic Spanning
Given (Ω, ℱ, ℙ) suppose that denotes the cdf of some probability measure on ℝ with inite irst moment. Let ( , , ) be ∫ ℝ { ≤ } ( ), i.e. the cdf of the linear transformation ℝ ∋ → where assumes its values in which is a closed non-empty subset of = { ∈ ℝ + ∶1 = 1, }. Analogously let denote some distinguished subcollection of . In the context of inancial econometrics, usually represents the joint distribution of asset returns, and the space of linear portfolios that can be constructed upon the previous, if shortselling is prohibited. The parameter set represents the portfolio collection at hand, consisted for example by, in some particular sense, economically feasible portfolios. We will denote generic elements of by , etc. In order to de ine the concepts of Markowitz stochastic dominance and subsequently of spanning consider (1)
Notice that the existence of the mean of the underlying distribution implies that we can allow the limits of integration above to assume extended values, hence we can obtain the following de inition. Levy and Levy [7] show that ≽ iff the expected utility of is greater than or equal to the expected utility of for any utility function in the set of increasing and, concave on the negative part and convex on the positive part real functions (termed as reverse S-shaped (at zero) utility functions).
De inition 1. weakly Markowitz-dominates
It is easy to see that ≽ is a preorder on since it does not generally satisfy antisymmetry due to the fact that irst ( , , ) = ( , , ) does not imply that = and second, even if the inequalities appearing in the previous de inition are satis ied as equalities the relation (⋅, , ) = (⋅, , ) is not guaranteed. If the inequalities above are satis ied as equalities then the pair ( , ) belongs to the generally non-trivial equivalence part of the preorder. Strict dominance ≻ is the irre lexive part of the preorder and it holds iff at least one of the previous inequalities holds strictly for some ∈ ℝ. Finally notice that since it is possible for some ∈ ℝ at least one of the inequalities de ining the preorder to change orientation, the relation is not generally total. When this is the case and are incomparable w.r.t. ≽ . The following de inition and the subsequent lemma clarify the concept of spanning and part of its structure.
De inition 2. Markowitz-spans (say ≽
with abuse of notation) iff for any ∈ , ∃ ∈ ∶ ≽ . If = { } then is termed as Markowitz super-ef icient.
It is easy to see that if the set of maximal elements of the preorder is non-empty, i.e. the ef icient set ℰ of the preorder, then ⊇ ℰ implies that ≽ . Since ≽ the existence of a spanning set needs not the non-emptyness of the ef icient set. If ≽ then the optimal choice of every agent with preferences represented by a reverse S-shaped utility function lies nessecarily inside . Hence if ⊂ and spanning occurs, then the problem of optimal choice within can be reduced to the analogous problem within , and the latter could be less complex than the former. Therefore the interest in the veri ication of spanning can be motivated by reasons of tractability to the problem of optimal choice in such frameworks. Furthermore, in cases where ℰ is non-empty, any spanning set can be perceived as an outer approximation of the ef icient set. Hence the notion becomes relevant to the problem of the examination of the properties of the ef icient set, which in most cases is also complex. The above, naturally raise the following question. Given a non empty subset of , is ≽ ? The following lemma provides with an analytical characterization by means of nested optimizations.
Lemma 1. Suppose that is closed and there exists a
⋆ ∈ ℝ which is a continuity point for ( , , ) for any ∈ and that sup ∈ ∫ ( ⋆ ) ( , , ) < +∞, where
where 1 = ℝ − , 2 = ℝ ++ . The previous lemma cannot be directly used if is unknown and/or the optimizations involved are infeasible as is usually the case. However in conjunction with the principle of analogy it provides the backbone for the construction of statistical inferential procedures for the question above.
Proof. (⇐) If

An Asymptotically Exact and Consistent Statistical Test
We employ Lemma 1 in order to construct a statistical test for the question above. If ≽ is chosen as the null hypothesis, then in the framework of the aforementioned result, the hypothesis structure takes the following form:
In order to proceed with the development of the decision process we extend our framework as follows. Consider a process ( ) ∈ℤ taking values in ℝ .
denotes the ℎ element of . The sample is the random element ( ) =1,…, . In a inancial framework it usually represents returns of inancial basis assets upon which portfolios can be constructed via convex combinations. is the cdf of 0 and̂the empirical cdf associated with the random element ( ) =1,…, . Given the previous and using the principle of analogy we consider the following random variable that will assume the role of the test statistic
which is obviously the empirical analog of ( ). Notice again that when is a singleton then the test statistic coincides with the one used in Arvanitis and Topaloglou [2] . Now, the following assumption enables the derivation of the limit distribution of under . Furthermore,
is positive de inite. The derivation of the limit theory of under the null, is crucially based on partitions of the "parameter sets" and and the approximation of the test statistic by auxiliary random elements in the context of this hypothesis. Given those, the limit theory can be readily based on standard results and the application of the Continuous Mapping Theorem. We describe the partitioning and then present the result. Consider Proof. The result follows directly from Lemmata 3, 4 and 5 in the Appendix.
Remark 3. The mixing part of the previous assumption is readily implied by concepts such as geometric ergodicity which holds for many stationary models used in the context of inancial econometrics under parameter restrictions and restrictions on the properties of the innovation processes involved. Prominent examples
In the case of superef iciency we obtain the limit distribution of directly from above in the following corollary. This is an improvement of the relevant results in Arvanitis and Topaloglou [2] who only derive an upper bound that leads to an asymptotically conservative test based on block-bootstrap. Hence our present results can also be used to provide with an asymptotic improvement of the Arvanitis and Topaloglou [2] testing procedure.
Corollary 3. In the case of super-ef iciency
Notice that one cannot directly use the results of the previous lemma, in order to construct an asymptotic decision procedure since ∞ depends on the generally unknown . However, a feasible decision rule can be established by the use of some resampling procedure. We consider resampling using the method of subsampling, exactly as in Linton, Post and Wang [9] .
Algorithm. The testing procedure consists of the following steps:
1. Evaluate at the original sample value.
For 0 <
≤ generate subsamples from the original observations ( ) = ,… + −1 for all = 1, 2, … , − + 1. 
Evaluate the test statistic on each subsample thereby obtaining
Reject iff > , (1 − ).
We derive asymptotic exactness and consistency for this testing procedure by utilizing Theorem 3.5.1.i of Politis et al. [11] . In order to do so we irst use the following standard assumption that restricts the asymptotic behaviour of .
Assumption 3.
Suppose that ( ), possibly depending on ( ) =1,…, , satis ies
where ( ) and ( ) are real sequences such that 1 ≤ ≤ for all , → ∞ and → 0 as → ∞.
The Politis et al. [11] 3.5.1.i Theorem also requires continuity of the limit cdf at the relevant quantile. In order to achieve this we use the following assumption that restricts the form of as a simplicial complex. The assumption generalizes the "parameter space" structure compared to Arvanitis et al. [1] , where is simply a strict subcomplex of . The irst part of the assumption is trivially satis ied when = which is usually the case in most applications. Furthermore, mainly due to reasons of computational facilitation, is usually also a subcomplex of something that implies that < for in the opposite case we would have that = , whence the null hypothesis would be trivially satis ied. As we show in the auxiliary results in the appendix, proposition 1 implies parts 1 and 2 of assumption 1. The previous assumption along with proposition 1 imply that the third part of the particular assumption is satis ied with = {0}, and ℙ (Ω 0 ) ≤ . Theorem 2 then implies that the cdf of the null limit distribution is (absolutely) continuous at the quantile evaluated on 1 − when 1− > . This is essentially the part of the asymptotic exactness derivation for which the main theorem 2 (actually Corollary 1) becomes useful. Given this we obtain the folowing result that establishes the required limit theory. which implies that under , ⋆ diverges to +∞ in probability. The result follows.
The restriction on the signi icance level is in usual applications non-binding. For example when is a singleton, i.e. when the test is applied for super-ef iciency, then it implies that < 1/2 something that is most usually satis ied. Notice that the restriction becomes closer to binding the more extreme points exist inside . An example of an extreme case, is when is large, is inite and contains − 1 extreme points. In such cases the result leads to subsampling tests that tend to asymptotically favor the spanning null. Such cases could be partially handled presently, by breaking up is "smaller pieces" and iterating the testing procedure w.r.t. them. For example the procedure could be applied for any subset of that contains points, for suf iciently small in order to obtain a meaningful signi icance level. If for some subset, spanning cannot be rejected, then it can be infered that spanning cannot be rejected for the initial , since supersets of spanning sets are due to De inition 2 spanning sets.
Conclusions
We have derived properties of the cdf of a random variable de ined by recursive optimizations applied on a continuous stochastic process w.r.t. possibly dependent parameter spaces. Those properties extend previous results and can be useful for the derivation of the limit theory of tests for stochastic spanning w.r.t. preorders deined by stochastic dominance rules. As an illustration we have de ined the concept of spanning, constructed an analogous test based on subsampling, and derived the irst order limit theory for the case of the Markowitz stochastic dominance.
The scope of the present paper does not contain the issue of the numerical implementation of the test. The optimizations involved on the computation of the statistic as well as the critical values are not trivial. Given the representation of the Markowitz dominance by the set of the reverse S-shaped utilities, we conjecture that there exists a representation of the test statistic involving this class of utilities that is similar to the representation by utilities of the spanning test for the second order stochastic dominance appearing in Proposition 3.2 of Arvanitis, Hallam and Post [1] . If this is true it is possible that a feasible numerical algorithm can be designed via the use of empirical supports and piecewise linear approximations of the aforementioned utilities de ined by a inite number of parameters in the spirit of Section 7 of the aforementioned paper.
The preorder used is simply illustrative. Analogous results can be derived for other forms of stochastic dominance rules, such as irst or third order, or Prospect stochastic dominance. We leave issues such as the derivation of such results, and/or the numerical implementation of testing procedures such as the above for future research. 
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Appendix-Auxiliary Lemmata
The following are auxiliary lemmata used for the derivation of the proofs of Proposition 1 and Theorem 4.
Lemma 2. Under Assumption 2
as random elements de ined on the space of bounded functions on × × ℝ equiped with the sup-norm.
Proof. Given the compactness of × , the proof follows by a trivial extension of the proof of Lemma AL.2 of Arvanitis and Topaloglou [2] . [16] ), for any such element of the underlying (or potentially enlarged) probability space, the sequence ( ( )) can be partitioned to subsequences which (if any) nessecarily diverge to +∞, and to subsequences which (if any) converge to the limit of (4) From Lemmas 2, 3 the lhs of the inequality inside the previous probability weakly converges to sup = inf ≤ ( ) max =1,2 sup ∈ Δ ( , , , ℬ ∘ ). For the rhs we obtain Due to zero mean Gaussianity of the processes involved, the fact that the packing numbers of Λ × ℝ are bounded by a polynomial w.r.t. the inverted radii, Lemma A.2.7 of Van Der Vaart and Wellner [16] implies the subexponentiality of the distributions of the suprema above, and thereby the existence of their second moments. Hence hypothesis 1 of Assumption 1 holds. Using the discussion in Nualart [10] , immediately after the proof of Proposition 2.1.11 (p. 109) we have that hypothesis 2 of Assumption 1 also holds due to Assumption 2. Notice now that due to the convexity of the sets { ∈ supp ∶ ≥ } , { ∈ supp ∶ < } for all ∈ Λ and we have that excluding ℙ-negligible events Δ ( , , , ) is zero only when = and it is at most only then that ∞ has degenerate variance. Thereby = {0} and we will try to obtain a lower bound for ∞ . We have that due to Davidson and Duclos [3] Equation (2) The previous inequality implies the applicability of Corollary 1 for = 0. We obtain the result by estimating an upper bound for ℙ ( = 0). Due to Assumption 2 and the non-degeneracy of the latter probability equals exactly the probability that the minimum of the random vector occurs at a coordinate that corresponds to a common extreme point for and . Using Theorem 2 in chapter 3 (p. 37) of Sidak et al.
[17] by (in their notation) letting be the density of the -variate standard normal distribution it is easy to see that ℙ ( = 0) ≤ .
